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Details of Visit:

Author: MvR
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 4 May 2015 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: 24/7 Eternity Girls
Website: http://www.eternitygirls.com/london-escorts
Phone: 07984333500

The Premises:

The apartment complex is about 7 minutes walk from the tube. From previous punts I know it is
used by other working girls as well. The front desk is busy and there are people around but I've
never had a problem walking in.

The large bedroom was very simply laid out. Just a bed with a missing slat in the middle so you
sank right in if you sat in the right spot! Classy right?
There was a side table and a single chair. Spartan but functional.

The bathroom looked modern but the water pressure was abysmal. It also had weird taps which did
not follow the "lefty-loosey, righty-tighty" principle. In fact, each tap seemed to have its own system.
I had to ask Cataleya to turn it off for me after my courtesy shower!

The Lady:

Cataleya body-wise is very much like her photos. She is slim yet still has very feminine curves, in
fact she was slimmer than I expected. She is slightly shorter than the 5'7" declared on the website.

Her breasts are beautiful, all-natural and - I loved this especially - a conical shape like a 1960s
PlayBoy model. A wonderful narrow waist led to a very cute derriere. So small without being flat,
remaining undeniably womanly. Her womanhood was smoothly shaved and was beautiful, a pink
flower with symmetrical inner lips.

The only misleading part of the photos is that - either through make-up or some washed-out effect -
they hide her beautiful freckles.

The Story:

After a bank holiday weekend that seemed to consist of stress and personal troubles, I decided I
just needed someone to help me feel relaxed and desired.

Cataleya absolutely delivered the medicine I craved.
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She picked up on my stress and reached up to massage my shoulders and asked what I liked. She
took direction very well. She has amazingly gentle fingertips. I have a lot more sensitivity around my
scrotum rather than my shaft and she seemed to find some excellent spots to tease with her
fingertips, particularly the perineum. When I asked her to be a little more rough, to grab and pull,
she knew just how hard she could do it. The key part is that it feels like my cock is being treated like
it's the most beautiful thing she's ever seen.

I have commented in other reports that the thickness of my manhood has actually blocked actual
intercourse in some of my punts. I have learned the hard way that picking a taller, fuller-figured girl
doesn't guarantee it fits. Cataleya - to my great relief and happiness - was not afraid of it and was
willing to try.

For her comfort I suggested we try cowgirl first so she could be in control and that turned out to be
the trick. Hallelujah! We were one! And she felt amazing. Tight with friction in good places. Once
she was used to my size, we moved to doggy. Let me tell you it was poetry seeing that little behind
of hers before me and me spreading her cheeks to see my manhood entering her and filling her up
so much her inner lips were stretched on the out-stroke.
For that final touch of intimacy I asked to finish in missionary and I did so in her arms, pressed
against her chest and my face in her hair. Sweet release!

She was – for lack of a better way to put it – a consummate professional throughout the experience.
It wasn't really a GFE or PSE. It felt more like sexual therapy, which was great! Why does it need to
be one way or another after all?

Afterwards we had a good chat. Her command of English is actually very good and she provided
some food for thought regarding my troubles over the long weekend. All in all I got what the “nurse”
recommended and the medicine was just what I was needing.
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